
GUIDELINES FOR SUBMISSIONS TO MRGC NEWSLETTER, “HAPPENINGS” 

 

1. Deadlines for submissions of newsletter articles for 2020-2021 season are: 

August 17, 2020 January 22, 2021 

September 18 February 19 

October 23 March 19 

November 16 April 23 

December 13 

 

2. Articles 

- Submit articles to Judy Boehm by due date. 

- Articles should be in “document” format or Publisher format (not in body of an email). 

- Do not send your article in pdf format since we cannot make changes. 

- Type can be any font or size. 

- Write in whole sentences, no smiley faces   

- Content should relate to activities over the upcoming month; may also give heads up to activities in future 

that require planning by members. 

- May want to write an article as a follow-up to previous month’s activity with information to share or photos. 

 

3. Images/photos 

- Repetitive submissions, e.g. Garden Angels, Sunshine, Volunteer Hours, will have a consistent image for the 

articles for the year.  This image can be suggested by writer or by Brenda Burmeister, our design editor. 

- Other articles whose content changes monthly should have interesting, colorful images or photos to enliven 

the article.  These images/photos should be in jpg format when possible.  Writers should suggest images/photos 

for Brenda to use. 

- Respect copyright laws and only use images from sites like Pixabay, Unsplash, and Pexels that come with 

permission and are free to use. 

 

4. Editing of articles 

- Judy will edit all articles to ensure that correct dates/times are included and that correct English is used. 

- Judy may remove repetitive content to minimize use of space. 

- If Judy suggests major content changes, she will contact writer to discuss. 

- Judy will ensure articles are received in timely fashion. 

 

5. Design/distribution of newsletter 

- Brenda will take articles received from Judy and design them into the month’s newsletter. 

- Brenda will send out the newsletter electronically several days prior to the end of the month. 

- Brenda will mail out the paper copies of the newsletter to those desiring it in this format so that they receive 

it by the end of the month. 

 

If any of these guidelines seem too onerous given your computer skills, just talk with Judy Boehm. 
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